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Cover  Title, Author, Keywords Annotation 

 

Title: Rainbowsaurus 
Author: Steve Antony 
Keywords: Rhyme, dinosaurs, 
animals, LGBTQ 

Join two dads and their three children 
as they set off on an adventure to find 
the Rainbowsaurus. On their way, 
they meet animals that are all the 
colours of the rainbow who all want to 
find the Rainbowsaurus, too. 

  

Title: All the Wonderful Ways to 
Read 
Author: Laura Baker 
Keywords: Rhyme, reading 

Everyone has their own way of 
enjoying books and discovering the 
wonders of reading. 

 

Title: Pop! 
Author: Matt Carr 
Keywords: Humour, food, 
rhyme, BooksForTopics 

Follow Dave and his friends as they 
dance their way into becoming 
popcorn and go on the adventure of 
their lives. 

 

Title: A Good Place 
Author: Lucy Cousins 
Keywords: Insects, minibeast, 
habitats, BooksForTopics 

Four insect friends are looking for a 
place to live. But - oh no - with 
dangers all around, a good place is 
not so easy to find. 

 

Title: There's a Tiger on the 
Train 
Author: Mariesa Dulak 
Keywords: Animals, rhyme, 
imagination, parent/child 

On an extraordinary journey to the 
sea, a tiger boards the train, along 
with a jungle of other animals - all 
without Dad even looking up from his 
phone! 

 

Title: Eviltato Vs Superpea 
Author: Sue Hendra 
Keywords: Shops, vegetables, 
superheroes 

Supertato's gone BAD!   And if 
Supertato is now EVILTATO, just 
what does that mean for The Evil 
Pea?  Prepare for the supermarket 
switcheroo that will change 
EVERYTHING!   

 

Title: Come Out, Come Out, 
Chameleon 
Author: Jonty Howly 
Keywords: Animals, humour, 
pets 

I have a pet chameleon. The only 
thing is, I've never actually seen him. 
His dog tries to help but the man just 
can't see his colourful pet when 
camouflaged!  

 

Title: Strong Like Me 
Author: Kelechi Okafor 
Keywords: Self esteem, 
bullying, PSHE 

Kamara loves being super strong - it 
makes her feel fizzy and zappy! But 
her classmates and their 
microaggressions lead her to question 
herself and the confidence she has in 
her physical ability. 

 

Title: Trains, Boats and Planes 
Author: Michelle Robinson 
Keywords: Rhyme, transport 

Three busy transport vehicles 
transport their doggy passengers to 
the Big Festival. How many vehicles 
will they see? 

 

Title: The Bear who had 
Nothing to Wear 
Author: Jeanne Willis 
Keywords: Bears, clothing, 
ourselves, rhyme 

Albie arrived wearing NOTHING but 
fur. But each outfit that Albie 
purchases proves unsuitable in some 
way. How will he dress in order to feel 
like himself? 

 


